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Attaching the Zebra dock screen blanking mount to the Zebra docking station:

1.  Remove the new cable restraint bracket from the screen blanking assembly by 
removing the (2) #6-32 x 3/8" long mounting screws that hold it in place.

2.  Replace the origonal cable restraint bracket on the Zebra dock with the new 
cable restraint bracket removed from the assembly in step 1.  Attach using the (2) 
screws that held the origonal cable restraint on the dock.
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The dock (with the screen blanking assembly attached) can now be mounted 
using the mounting hardware typically supplied with the docking station.

3.  Attach the accelerometer USB plug and any other peripheral cables to the 
docking station and cable tie in place.  The USB and ethernet cables will need to 
cable tied in a secondary location (ie. the serial port or HDMI location) since they 
need to be bent and routed over to come out the opening on the bottom side.

4.  Attach the screen blanking assembly to the new cable restraint bracket with 
the (2) #6-32 x 3/8" long mounting screws that were removed in step 1.


